The three remaining unknowns are found by distributing the residuals among all six equations by least squares. When this is done, we find for our original unknowns: Ci = 3.4727, Cs = -13.4739, C3 = 14.0244, Ci =-0.0003, C6 = 0.0002, C6 = 0.0001.
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Introduction.
A prominent aerodynamic effect of combustion in a moving gas stream is an alteration of the flow pattern owing to heat release within the fluid. This alteration occurs not only in the immediate neighborhood of heat sources but also downstream where the entropy and stagnation temperature vary from one streamline to another. As a background for combustion research, appropriate descriptions of these altered flow patterns have been investigated. This paper considers the downstream patterns, which are restricted to be the adiabatic and steady flows of an inviscid fluid. In a second paper,1 diabatic (i.e., non-adiabatic) flows will be discussed.
Since one-dimensional flow theory2,3 can be considerably condensed by use of the local Mach number M, it was natural to seek a corresponding (The W language is still the best when diabatic rotational flows are considered.) However when either M or W is irrotational, the physical characteristics of the resulting flows make it appropriate to retain each language.
3. Geometry of stream tubes and transition through the speed of sound. In the one-dimensional approximation, isentropic compressible flows have minimum flow area at sonic velocity. The same property has been suggested by Prandtl5 for irrotational three-dimensional flows. We shall prove that this property is valid for all continuous, steady adiabatic flows when an appropriate description of stream-tube area is introduced. flow.)10. Since the potential function must also satisfy the continuity equation (1.8) it is to be expected that the manifold of permissible functions <pm will be somewhat restricted. This is illustrated by the fact that p exp (yM2/2) is a function of <pm alone, or that M, ipM and pt are related by the expression 7 L. Crocco, Eine neue Stromfunktion fur die Erforschung der Bewegung der Gase mil Rotation, ZaMM 17, 1-7 (1937 1. Introduction. The equations governing flow at supersonic speeds are believed to be well known, but the difficulties of calculating exact solutions are so great that approximate solutions are the aim of the present and foreseeable future. Two main approaches to such approximate solutions are commonly considered: (a) the calculation of numerical approximations by high-speed calculators, (b) simplification of the equations and explicit solution of the simplified equations. Of course the first route requires the high-speed calculating machines which are now in sight, but not yet available.
It is the purpose of this note to propose and exemplify a third approach which may partly replace (b) and frequently supplement (a), namely (c) simplification of the dependence of the answers on one or more parameters.
2. Is linearization of solutions mathematically justified? The first objection which many would raise against "linearizing the solutions" as a substitute for "linearizing
